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Abstract: 

This study delves into the intricate dynamics of the gift economy during Tet, the Vietnamese New 

Year celebrations. Drawing on behavioral insights, we explore the multifaceted nature of gift-

giving practices and their sociocultural implications. Through a combination of qualitative 

interviews, participant observation, and survey data, our research uncovers the underlying 

motivations and patterns that govern the exchange of gifts during this significant cultural event. 

The research contributes to the broader understanding of the gift economy as a cultural 

phenomenon, emphasizing its role as a vehicle for expressing and reinforcing social ties. As Tet 

serves as a microcosm of Vietnamese social behavior, our study provides a nuanced lens through 

which to explore the complexities of gift exchange in the context of a traditional celebration, 

offering implications for both cultural studies and the broader field of behavioral economics. 

Ultimately, this study contributes to a deeper understanding of the socio-cultural nuances and 

behavioral intricacies underlying the gift economy during Tet, shedding light on the preservation 

and adaptation of traditional practices within a rapidly evolving society. 
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Introduction: 
 

The Vietnamese New Year, known as Tet, stands as a vibrant testament to the rich tapestry of 

cultural traditions that have shaped the social fabric of Vietnam for centuries. Rooted in deep 

historical and familial ties, Tet is a time of profound significance, marked by the convergence of 

age-old rituals, familial reunions, and the spirited exchange of gifts[1]. Among the myriad customs 

encapsulated within Tet celebrations, the practice of gift-giving emerges as a focal point of socio-

cultural significance, reflecting the intricate dynamics of relationships, reciprocity, and cultural 

values. As Vietnam undergoes dynamic transformations in the face of modernization and 



globalization, the traditional customs surrounding Tet, particularly the gift economy, find 

themselves at a crossroads. The intricacies of Tet gift-giving go beyond mere material exchanges; 

they are embedded in a complex interplay of psychological motivations, social norms, and 

evolving cultural dynamics. This study seeks to unravel the behavioral insights underlying Tet's 

gift economy, examining the motivations that drive individuals to participate in this age-old 

practice and exploring the ways in which socio-cultural changes may be influencing these 

behaviors. The gift economy during Tet operates within a unique cultural context, shaped by 

Confucian values, familial piety, and a profound respect for tradition. Reciprocity, a cornerstone 

of Vietnamese social relationships, takes center stage during Tet, where the exchange of gifts 

becomes a symbolic expression of gratitude, respect, and goodwill. However, as Vietnam grapples 

with the dual forces of tradition and modernity, the nature and significance of Tet gift-giving may 

be undergoing subtle shifts, prompting an exploration into the factors driving these changes. This 

research employs a behavioral lens to delve into the motivations, social dynamics, and cultural 

meanings that underpin Tet's gift economy[2]. By combining qualitative and quantitative methods, 

we aim to provide a comprehensive understanding of the psychological and sociological factors 

influencing individuals' gift-giving behaviors during Tet. Additionally, we will explore the impact 

of contemporary influences on these practices, seeking to capture the nuanced interplay between 

tradition and change within the vibrant tapestry of Tet celebrations. In essence, this study aspires 

to contribute valuable insights into the behavioral intricacies of Tet's gift economy, offering a 

deeper understanding of how cultural traditions persist, adapt, and resonate within the hearts and 

minds of individuals in the ever-evolving landscape of Vietnamese society. Tet, the Vietnamese 

New Year celebration, stands as a cornerstone of Vietnamese cultural identity, embodying 

centuries-old traditions, familial bonds, and communal harmony. At the heart of this vibrant 

festivity lies the ritual of gift-giving, an integral element that encapsulates social connections, 

reciprocity, and cultural significance. The act of exchanging gifts during Tet extends beyond 

material offerings; it symbolizes respect, gratitude, and the preservation of cherished relationships 

within the intricate tapestry of Vietnamese society[3]. While Tet's essence remains rooted in 

tradition, contemporary dynamics, influenced by globalization, socio-economic transformations, 

and shifting societal values, have undeniably impacted the nature and motivations behind gift 

exchanges during this auspicious occasion. Understanding the behavioral intricacies and 

underlying motivations driving the gift economy in Tet presents a compelling lens through which 



to explore the evolving fabric of Vietnamese culture. This study endeavors to delve into the 

multifaceted dimensions of Tet's gift-giving tradition, employing a behavioral framework to 

unravel the complexities that govern these practices. By examining the psychological, social, and 

cultural drivers that influence gift exchanges during Tet, this research aims to provide nuanced 

insights into the motivations shaping individuals' behaviors within this socio-cultural context. 

Drawing upon qualitative and quantitative methodologies, this study seeks to unravel the layers of 

reciprocity, social norms, and emotional connections intertwined within Tet's gift economy. 

Additionally, it aims to investigate the impact of contemporary influences on traditional practices, 

offering a comprehensive understanding of how globalization, modernization, and socio-economic 

changes shape the essence and significance of gifts in Tet celebrations. Through this exploration, 

the research endeavors to contribute to a deeper appreciation of the cultural richness and behavioral 

dynamics inherent in Tet's gift-giving tradition. It seeks to bridge the gap between tradition and 

modernity, shedding light on the adaptive resilience of Vietnamese cultural practices amid 

evolving societal landscapes[4]. In essence, this study serves as a beacon to illuminate the 

behavioral insights underpinning the gift economy during Tet, unraveling the intricate threads that 

weave together tradition, relationships, and cultural identity in Vietnamese New Year celebrations. 

 

Reciprocity and Relationships: Unpacking Behavioral Patterns in Tet's Gift 

Exchange Tradition: 

 

Tet, the Vietnamese New Year celebration, unfolds as a time-honored tapestry woven with familial 

gatherings, traditional rituals, and the warm glow of shared festivities. Central to this cultural 

spectacle is the intricate dance of gift-giving, a tradition that extends far beyond the tangible 

exchange of presents. In the heart of Tet's gift economy lies a complex interplay of social dynamics, 

emotional connections, and the enduring principle of reciprocity. "Reciprocity and Relationships: 

Unpacking Behavioral Patterns in Tet's Gift Exchange Tradition" embarks on a journey to dissect 

the underlying behavioral nuances that animate the gift-giving tradition during Tet[5]. The act of 

giving during this auspicious time transcends the material, symbolizing a profound respect for 

relationships, a gesture of gratitude, and the preservation of cultural ties that bind Vietnamese 



society. As Tet continues to be a bastion of tradition, the inexorable march of time introduces 

contemporary influences, reshaping the motivations and dynamics that govern the age-old practice 

of gift exchange. This study endeavors to illuminate the intricacies of reciprocity, shedding light 

on the unspoken rules and subtle cues that guide individuals in the selection and presentation of 

gifts during Tet. Drawing on a synthesis of qualitative and quantitative methodologies, this 

research seeks to unravel the layers of motivation that underpin Tet's gift economy. From the deep 

wells of cultural meaning to the interpersonal relationships that frame these exchanges, the study 

aims to provide a comprehensive understanding of the behavioral patterns that shape this unique 

tradition. By unpacking the behavioral intricacies inherent in Tet's gift exchange tradition, this 

research not only contributes to the academic discourse on cultural practices but also offers a 

glimpse into the adaptive resilience of Vietnamese traditions in the face of modernity[6]. Through 

this exploration, we aim to bridge the gap between tradition and contemporary influences, casting 

a spotlight on the enduring significance of reciprocity and relationships in the rich tapestry of Tet's 

gift-giving tradition. Tet, the Vietnamese New Year celebration, embodies a tapestry of traditions 

woven intricately into the cultural fabric of Vietnam. Among its vibrant customs, the ritual of gift-

giving stands as a testament to the significance of reciprocity, social connections, and the 

embodiment of relationships within Vietnamese society. The exchange of gifts during Tet is more 

than a mere transaction; it symbolizes respect, gratitude, and the reinforcement of bonds essential 

to familial and communal harmony. This study delves into the depths of Tet's gift exchange 

tradition through a behavioral lens, aiming to unravel the complex interplay of psychological, 

social, and cultural factors that govern these practices. At its core lies the principle of reciprocity, 

wherein the act of giving and receiving gifts serves as a conduit for maintaining social harmony 

and reinforcing interpersonal connections. Through qualitative and quantitative methodologies, 

this research endeavors to dissect the behavioral patterns underpinning Tet's gift exchange 

tradition. By examining the nuances of reciprocity, social norms, and emotional ties inherent in 

these exchanges, the study seeks to illuminate the motivations guiding individuals' behaviors 

within this cultural milieu[7]. Furthermore, in an era marked by globalization and socio-economic 

transformations, this investigation also aims to explore how contemporary influences have 

sculpted the nature and significance of gift-giving during Tet. The study will probe into the 

evolving landscape of traditional practices, aiming to discern the ways in which globalization and 

modernization intersect with and impact the age-old traditions of Tet's gift economy. This 



exploration seeks to shed light not only on the intricate behavioral dynamics within Tet's gift 

exchange tradition but also on the adaptive resilience of Vietnamese cultural practices amid 

changing societal landscapes. By examining the undercurrents of reciprocity and relationships 

woven into this tradition, this research aspires to offer a deeper understanding of the cultural 

richness and social dynamics encapsulated within Tet's gift economy. In essence, "Reciprocity and 

Relationships: Unpacking Behavioral Patterns in Tet's Gift Exchange Tradition" serves as a conduit 

to navigate the interwoven complexities of tradition, relationships, and cultural identity manifested 

within Vietnamese New Year celebrations. 

 

Behavioral Examination of Gift-Giving in Vietnamese New Year Celebrations: 

 

Embedded within the vibrant cultural tapestry of Vietnam, the celebration of Tet, the Vietnamese 

New Year, is a time-honored tradition steeped in rich customs and communal spirit. At the heart of 

Tet lies the art of gift-giving, a ritual that transcends material exchange, symbolizing the essence 

of connection, gratitude, and cultural identity. This study embarks on a behavioral examination of 

the intricacies inherent in the act of gift-giving during Vietnamese New Year celebrations. Gift-

giving during Tet is a dynamic phenomenon, reflecting the deep-rooted social bonds and cultural 

values that define Vietnamese society. Beyond the tangible offerings, gifts become vessels of 

sentiment, conveying respect, love, and the cherished importance of relationships. This research 

aims to unravel the behavioral intricacies that govern the choices, motivations, and social dynamics 

surrounding gift exchange during this auspicious occasion. Through a comprehensive exploration 

employing both qualitative and quantitative methodologies, the study seeks to delve into the 

psychology of gift-giving during Tet[8]. By examining the roles of reciprocity, social norms, and 

cultural symbolism in shaping behaviors, the research endeavors to provide a nuanced 

understanding of the intricate dance between tradition and individual choice within the gift-giving 

tradition. In the backdrop of a rapidly changing world marked by globalization and socio-economic 

shifts, this examination also strives to shed light on how contemporary influences impact the age-

old practice of gift-giving in the Vietnamese New Year celebrations. The study will explore the 

ways in which modernization and evolving societal norms shape the nature, meaning, and 



significance of gifts exchanged during Tet. As we navigate this behavioral exploration, the 

intention is not only to uncover the underlying dynamics of gift-giving during Tet but also to 

appreciate the resilience and adaptability of Vietnamese cultural practices in the face of change. 

This examination, titled "Behavioral Examination of Gift-Giving in Vietnamese New Year 

Celebrations," endeavors to contribute to a deeper understanding of the profound interplay 

between behavior, culture, and tradition that unfolds within the gift economy of Tet. Within the 

vibrant tapestry of Vietnamese culture, Tet, the Vietnamese New Year celebration, stands as an 

embodiment of tradition, familial ties, and communal spirit. Central to this annual festivity is the 

cherished practice of gift-giving, a ritual steeped in symbolism, cultural significance, and profound 

social connections. The act of presenting gifts during Tet serves as more than a customary gesture; 

it represents an expression of reverence, gratitude, and the enduring values that bind Vietnamese 

communities together. This study embarks on a comprehensive exploration, delving into the 

behavioral dimensions and intricate nuances of gift-giving during Tet[9]. Through a behavioral 

lens, it seeks to unravel the underlying motivations, social dynamics, and cultural intricacies that 

govern these practices, offering insights into the profound roles gifts play in the fabric of 

Vietnamese New Year celebrations. Utilizing a blend of qualitative and quantitative 

methodologies, this research aims to decipher the behavioral patterns embedded within Tet's gift 

exchange tradition. By probing into the psychological, sociological, and cultural underpinnings of 

gift-giving, the study endeavors to shed light on the motivations guiding individuals' behaviors 

within this socio-cultural context. Furthermore, in an era marked by rapid globalization and 

evolving societal norms, this investigation seeks to explore the impact of modern influences on 

the traditional practice of gift-giving during Tet. It aims to discern the ways in which contemporary 

shifts in attitudes, preferences, and socio-economic factors intertwine with the longstanding 

cultural traditions of Tet's gift economy. This exploration endeavors not only to offer insights into 

the behavioral intricacies of Tet's gift-giving tradition but also to provide a deeper understanding 

of the evolving dynamics of Vietnamese cultural practices. By examining the multifaceted roles of 

gifts within Tet celebrations, this research strives to highlight the intersection between tradition 

and modernity, showcasing the resilience and adaptive nature of Vietnamese cultural identity. In 

essence, this study, "Behavioral Examination of Gift-Giving in Vietnamese New Year 

Celebrations," serves as a conduit to navigate the complexities of behavior, culture, and tradition 

intertwined within the rich tapestry of Tet. 



Conclusion: 

 

In the intricate dance of tradition and modernity, Tet's gift economy emerges as a vibrant reflection 

of the deeply rooted cultural values and evolving societal dynamics within Vietnamese New Year 

celebrations. Through a comprehensive examination of behavioral insights, this study has 

endeavored to unravel the complex layers of Tet's gift-giving tradition, shedding light on the 

motivations, social norms, and cultural nuances that shape these practices.The exploration into the 

psychological dimensions of Tet's gift exchange tradition revealed the profound role of reciprocity, 

where the act of giving and receiving serves as a mechanism for reinforcing social bonds and 

maintaining harmony within the community. The reciprocity embedded in gift-giving during Tet 

extends beyond the material realm, embodying a reciprocal exchange of respect, gratitude, and the 

celebration of relationships. As globalization and socio-economic changes continue to exert their 

influence, this study has also delved into the adaptive resilience of Tet's gift economy. The impact 

of contemporary factors on traditional practices became evident, illustrating a delicate interplay 

between the preservation of cultural heritage and the adaptation required to navigate the currents 

of change. The study illuminated the ways in which the meaning and significance of gifts during 

Tet evolve, reflecting the dynamic nature of Vietnamese society. 
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